
Hazer R

A Better Way to Manage IOT Devices



Monitoring Multiple Telematics Sensors? Want to keep an eye on
critical environments on the go?

Hazer allows you to monitor a wide variety of sensors simultaneously
- Temperature, Humidity, Door Sensors, Fuel Level, Light Sensors,
CO2, Water, Parking Sensor or literary any sensor you can imagine! 

That's not all - You can locate the IOT devices on the map, when
equipped with GPS / GLONASS.
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Description

User Friendly interface enables you to enter your Auth Token.

Create sensor widgets and assign them under dashboards to monitor each

sensor's current status.

Set threshold values to correspond with sensor widget color, so that it will be

easier to identity status of the sensor.

All it takes is just two minutes...
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Configure settings Select the sensors

Set the places Start monitoring

Ready in a few easy clicks 



User-friendly web based interface to configure
and manage platform.
Real-time synchronisation between mobile app
and web interface both ways; web interface to
mobile interface and vice-versa.

Multiple monitoring points on multiple entities
on a single dashboard.

Focused view of a multiple monitoring points
of an entity.

Web Interface 
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Customize widgets as you need to best meet
your requirements and the application.

Programmable Widgets 

Program widgets for various applications as
you need. There  are no limits in number of
sensors or notifications you can program.
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Log of notification and action taken for post
verification.

Programable Notifications

Program your notifications to alert precise
users at precise thresh hold levels. Provide
action needed to be taken by the recipient up
on receiving the notification and verify if the
action was taken as specified.
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Created users with extensive access rights to
be able to manage exactly the way you need.

Share dashboards among users with access to
required domains and managed access. Ideal
way to share with customers  to monitor their
cargo.

Create Users and Share Dashboard



Scheduled reports.

Reports & Graphical Representations
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Real-time graphical representations on any
view. Programmable reports to be able to
generate and trigger automatically via email.
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